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ACOL(l)

NAME

UNIX Programmer's Manual

ACOL(l)

acol - accounting information on-line

SYNOPSIS
acol [ -a afile J [ -bcdghpru options J [ -f ffile J
DESCRIPTION
Acol provides a method of rep'ortin~ on the accounting data collected by
11NIX and stored in /usr/adm7acct (see acct(5». Output can be in either
of two formats, reports or graphs.
--Commands can be supplied via command line arguments, however if no arguments are present, except for a -a, you will be prompted with a screen
on which you can enter the commands. When the screen is used to enter
the commands they will be verified as much as possible.
The following options are recognised.
-a

The next argument is the name of the accounts
account file is /usr/adm/acct.

-b

Produce the output as a bar chart. The next two arguments define
the x and y axes of the chart. The first argument can be 1, 2 or 3
specifying an x-axis of commands, users or groups respectively.
The second argument can be 1, 2, 3 or 4 specifying number of commands, average user time, average system time or average elapsed
time respectively.

-c

Only report on the followdng commands. The -c flag should be followed by a list of valid UNIX commands. If the -c option is not
supplied then all commands are reported on.

-d

Restrict the searching of the accounts file to the supplied dates.
The format of the date is dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy. To search one days
data make both dates the same. If the -d option is not supplied
then all days wdl1 be reported on.

-f

Read the commands from the supplied filename. The file must contain two lines. The first contains the -cdghu flags and arguments
and the second the -brp flags and arguments. The -a argument is
not allowed in the file. If the -a argument is to be supplied it
must come on the command line before the -f.

-g

Only report on the followdng groups. The -g flag should be followed by a list of valid UNIX groups. If the -g option is not supplied then all groups will be reported on.

7th Edition
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-h

Restrict the searching of the accounts file to the supplied hours.
The format of the hours is hh:mm/hh:mm. 00:00 is the low value,
and 24:00 is the high value. This field can be combined with the
-d option to search the same time over a range of days. If the -h
option is not supplied then all hours will be reported on.

-p

Direct the output to a printer. The -p flag can take any format as
defined in opr(!).

-r

Produce the output in the form of a report. The -r flag is followed by a list of arguments that determine what fields from the
accounts file will be in the report. The first field will be on
the left of the report, the second next, etc. The report is sorted
on these fields from left to right. Numeric fields are sorted in
reverse sequence so that the larger numbers come first.
The numbers and the corresponding fields are:1
2

3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10

11
12
13

14
-u

FILES

command name
user time
sys'tem time
elapsed time
use-r id
g.roup
device
accounting flag
begin time
num·ber of commands
ave,rage user time
ave-rage system time
total elapsed time
average elapsed time

Only report on the following users. The -u flag should be followed
by a list of valid UNIX users. If the -u option is not supplied
then all users will be reported on.

tmp$$
when no command line arguments are supplied.
/tmp/acrpt*
to hold the output report for browsing.
/dev/tty
to accept report control commands.
file descriptor 3 is used to pass the commands from the screen
tne the following pro~rams.

program

AUTHOR
Adrian Gallagher,
3rd Year Student,
Universi ty of Wollongong.
SEE ALSO
acfilt(l), acscn(l), acproc(l).
BUGS
Not all combinations of the report arguments produce sensible reports.
Selection of data for the report cannot be made on fields (7) device and
(8) accounting flag. These fields and field (13) total elapsed time cannot be put in a report from the screens but can be via command line
arguments.
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Average system and user time can be reported on, but not total system or
user time •
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ARCHSH(1)

NAME

UNIX Programmer's Manual

ARCHSH(1)

archsh - shell script for acol archive system

SYNOPSIS
archsh
DESCRIPTION
ARCHSH creates and deletes files as necessary for the running of the
arch~ve module
of acol. ARCHSH also initiates once weekly the archive
program of acol; ACARCH.
FILES

/usr/adm/acct {month}{day}
previous weeks accounting data. e.g., if the date is Mon 19th
1984, then the file will be /usr/admlacct 1119.

Nov

user{year}
output file for the user summary generated by ACARCH. The current
year is appended to this file. e.g., if the year is 1984, the file
would be user1984. The user summary is appended to this file.
cmd{year}
output file for the command summary generated by ACARCH. The
current year is appended to this file. e.g., if the year is 1984,
the file would be cmd1984. The command summary is appended to this
file.
AUTHOR
Michael Pratt,
3rd Year Student
University of Woilongong
SEE ALSO
acarch(l), acct(S)
BUGS
The file usr/adm/acct {month}{day} is created by the system every Monday
morning. If archsh -is run on any other day than Monday, then the file
name it creates will not correspond with the file on the system, and
thus when acarch(1) is called it will die.
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1.

ACOL

(ACcounting information On Line)

The acol system is designed to allow the user to produce reports
and barcharts on data extracted from the accounts file acct(S). The
data reported on and the format of the output are both selected -oy the
user. This allows the users to gather the information they require in a
format suitable for their use.
The user will have two 4ecisions to make. First~, to decide what
the query is, and second!y, to decide on whether a report or a graph is
required, and then the format of it.
By executing the command "acol [-a filename]" ari input specification screen is displayed. Here the user can specify the query. How to do
this 1s explained in section l.! Input Screen.
Once this has been completed a second screen is displayed. The
second screen depends on whether the user requires a report or a graph.
The requirements for the report screen are in section 1.3 Report Screen
and the requirements for the graph screen are in-section 1.4 Graph
Screen.
-If the user doesn't wish to use screens there are alternative
methods. See section l.i Executing ~ ~ command line arguments.

1.1.

Calling Sequence
The calling sequence of this system is
acol [-a filename].

When the user calls the system with "-a filename" then "filename"
is used as the accounting file. The default file is "/usr/adm/acct".

October 31, 1984
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l.!.

~

Input Screen

Having entered "acol" the user is presented with a screen on which
to select the accounting data on which to report. The screen layout is
as follows:-

--

II
I

I
I

- ------------------------Input Screen for Accounting System
Command(s)
User(s)
Group ( s)
Time - Day( s) :
(dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy)

I
- Hours
(hh:mm/hh:mm)
\
II Do you want this as a report (r) or as a graph (b)

?

or p:
I If a hardcopy is required enter
I
----,---------------------------p<7~8~9~q,s,1,i>

This screen is for the user to enter restrictions on what is to
searched for.

be

Against Command(s)
enter the commands you wish to report on (e.g. Is opr).
Entering
no command names means you wish to report on all commands.
Against User(s)
enter the userids of the users you wish to report on (e.g.
peck
root). The userids are verified from /etc/passwd. Entering no
userids means you wish to report on all users.
Against Group(s)
enter the groups you wish to report on (e.g. csl staff).
The
groups are verified from /etc/groups. Entering no groups means you
Wish to report on all groups.
At least one of the Command(s), User(s) or Group(s) fields must be
entered. This is to reduce the amount of data that can be processed and
hence reduce the response time.
Against Day(s)

October 31, 1984
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enter the dates of the days you wish to report on. This field is in
the format dd/mm/yy for a particular day or dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy for a
range of days. If you do not enter a date then the report will be
for all days on the accounts file.
Against Hours
enter the hours of the day you wish to report on. This field can
take the following formats. hh:mm for "from the given time till the
end of the day", /hh:mm for "from the start of the day to the given
time" and hh:mm/hh:mm for a time range. The time range applies over
all the selected days. If you do not enter a time then the report
will be for the entire day.
When you select a time range, the commands that are reported on
will be those that started after the first time and finished before the
last time. This means that a report on the number of commands from 11:00
to 12:00 may contain more commands than two reports, one from 11:00 to
11:30 and the other 11:30 to 12:00. The seperate reports would not
include the commands that started before 11:30 but finished after 11:30.
You then select whether you want a report (r) or a bar
There is no default.

chart

(b).

You may direct the output to the printer. Enter pc where "'c'" is as
defined in opr(l).
If you do not select a printer the output will be
displayed at the terminal.
The report selections are "anded". i.e., If you selected a command
list of "Is opr" and a group "csl" then the report would be on all "Is"
and "opr" commands executed by users while connected to the group "csl".
When all the data is entered it will be verified. If any is in
error an error message will be given and the cursor will be positioned
at the field in error. This field must be entirely reentered.
When all the data is logically correct the user will be asked to
indicate that it is in fact what he wants. If it is not the user may
change it before proceeding.
Either the report screen or the graph screen will now be displayed,
depending on what was entered on the Input screen.

October 31, 1984
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1.3.

Report Screen

If a report was requested then a screen will be displayed on which
the user selects the format of the report he wishes produced. The screen
will look as fo1lows:-

------------------------------Report Screen for Accounting System
Enter a unique number between 1 and 10 if the field is required
in the output. Fields are numbered from left to right.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

group
user
command
number of commands
user time
average user time
system time
8. average system time
9. beginning time
10. elapse time

9:

On this screen you select the fields you want on the report and the
order you want them to appear from left to right. You do this by putting
a 1 against the field to go on the left, a 2 against the field to come
second etc. You may select as many fields as you wish within the following restrictions.

a)

At least one of group, user and command must be selected.

b)

If you select number of commands average user time or average system time then you cannot se ect any of user time, system time,
beginning time or elapsed time, and vice-versa.

r

The final output will be sorted on the first column first, the
second column second, etc. Numeric fields e.g. elapsed time, are sorted
in reverse sequence so that the larger numbers occur first.
e.g., if
you enter 1 against user and 2 against number of commands the output
will be a list of users and the total number of "Is" and "opr" commands
that they have executed.
(This is the data selected on the previous
screen.) There will be one line for each user.

October 31, 1984
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1.4.

Graph Screen

The alternative to the report is the bar
will be displayed will be as follows:-

chart.

The

screen

that

._------- - - --_._----------------_._---------Graph Screen for Accounting System
Vertical Axi s
L

Command

Horizontal Axis
L

Number of Commands

2. User

2. Average User Time

3. Group

3. Average System Time

4. Average Elapse Time
Selection for vertical axis (numeric)
Selection for horizontal axis (numeric)

--_._--------------------_._----------------On this screen you can select any of 12 graphs by selecting a
number from the f~rst selection and a number from the second. If you
selected "1, I" then you would get a graphical representation of what was
previously selected as a report, Le. commands vs. number of commands.

October 31, 1984
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1.5.
--

Viewing

~

output

~

the screen.

When the output is displayed on the terminal the user is presented
with the first page. The viewing of the output is then controlled with
the following characters.

Return
Print the next page of the output. If at the last page then exit.
Space
Print the rest of the output without stopping at the
page. However stop at the end of the last page.

end

of

each

Escape
Escape to UNIX. A Cntl-D will return you to acol.
Rubout
Terminate the output.
t

Go back to the start of the output and print the first page again.

p

Print the previous page of output.

h

Print the help screen.

October 31, 1984
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1.6.

Executing acol

~

command line arguments.

Acol can also be passed the commands via command line arguments.
Flags are used to select the various options. The flags are documented
here, and examples are given in the next section.
-a

Specifies the name of the accounting file.

-b

Specifies that the output is to be a bar chart. The next two arguments define the x and y axes of the chart. The first argument can
be 1, 2 or 3 specifying an x-axis of commands, users or groups
respectively. The second argument can be 1, 2, 3 or 4 specifying
number of commands, average user time, average system time or average elapsed time respectively.

-c

Specifies the commands to be reported on. The
followed by a list of valid UNIX commands.

-d

SRicifies the qates to be searched. The format of the date is
da mm/yy:dd!mm/yy. To search one days data make both dates the
same. If the -d option is not supplied then all days will be
reported on.

-f

Specifies that the commands come off a file. The file must contain
two lines. The first contains the -cdghu flags and arguments and
the second the -brp flags and arguments. The -a argument is not
allowed in the file. If the -a argument is to be supplied it must
come on the command line before the -f.

-g

Specifies the groups to be reported on.
lowed by a list of valid UNIX groups.

-h

Specifies the hours to search on the accounting file.
The format
of the hours 1s hh:mm/hh:mm. 00:00 is the low value, and 24:00 is
the high value. This field can be combined wi~h the -d option to
search the same time over a range of days. If the -h option is not
supplied then all hours will be reported on.

-p

Specifies that the output is to be directed to a printer.
flag can take any format as defined in opr(!).

October 31, 1984
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-r

Specifies that a report is to be produced. The -r flag is
by a list of arguments that determine what fields from the
file will be in the report. The first field will be on the
the report, the second next, etc. The report is sorted
fields from left to right. Numeric fields are sorted in
order so that the largest numbers come first.

followed
accounts
left of
on these
reverse

The numbers and the corresponding fields are:1
2
3

4
5
6

7

8

10
11
12
13
14

command name
user time
system time
elapsed time
user id
group
device
accounting flag
begin time
number of commands
average user time
average system time
total elapsed time
average elapsed time

Note that fields 7, 8 and 13 cannot be selected from the screens.
-u

Specifies the users to report on.
by a list of valid UNIX users.

The -u flag should

October 31, 1984
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1.7.

Examples

Both the
The following examples show how the system can be used.
screen input and the command line arguments are illustrated. You will
be shown the relevant parts of the input screens~the same request as
command line arguments and the final output. ~nere are no examples of
sending the output to the printer. This is left to the user.
1)

How many commands did groups "staff" and "guru" do between 12:30pm
and 1:30pm from Monday 8th October to Friday 12th October 1984?
The_relevant parts of the input screen would look like:
----------------------------~---

Group(s)

: staff guru

Time - Day(s) : 8/10/84:12/10/84
(dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy)
- Hours
(hh:mm/hh:mm)

12:30/13:30

Do you want this as a report (r) or as a graph (b) ? r

---------------------------_.._ ------The relevant parts of the report screen would look like:

---

----_. .
1.
3.
4.

- -----

-----------

group
command
number of commands

1
2
3

----,------------------------_.__._--------,----The command line arguments would be:
aeol :~ gtffioguru -d 8/10/84:12/10/84 -h 12:30/13:30

October 31, 1984
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And the format of the final output would be:

------------------'--------Group

Commands

No cmds

guru
guru
guru
guru
staff
staff
staff

edit
pi
pix
px

3

Is

mv
opr

1
10

1
5
15
2

October 31, 1984
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se:.

,

r::~~

1.

group
number of commands

4.

_

1

2

-----------,---,------------------------or acol •••• -r 6 10
Would have produced :

------------------Group

No cmds

guru
staff

15
22

---

----

. ------------------_._-._-------------------------

- ---_._---

The report could be represented as a bar chart by:
Selection for vertical axis (numeric)

3 <group>

Selection for horizontal axis (numeric)

1 <# cmds>

-----

-----------,-~-

or acol

.... -r 3 1

The graph would look like
___
a _.

•

,

._.

_

Graph of Group versus No of Commands Scale (1:2)
staff
guru

22
15

1******************************************
1****************************

------_.---------------,--,----------------

October 31, 1984
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2)

How many pascal compiles were done today?
Input Screen.

--,---- ,------------Command(s)

pi pix

Time - Day(s)
25/10/84
(dd/mmjyy:dd/mm/yy)

---------,---------------------Report Screen.

-----,------------------_._--------3.

4.

command
number of commands

1
: 2

-------------------,-------------,------or acol -c pi pix -d 25/10/84:25/10/84 -r 1 10
Final output:
Commands

No cmds

pi
pix

3421
1076

----------------------------------

October 31, 1984

- 13 This could be represented as a bar chart QY:
Selection for vertical axis (numeric)

1 <cmd>

Selection for horizontal axis (numeric)

1 <II cmds>

-----------------_.---,-------------or acol •••• -b 1 1
Graph output:

- - - - - - - - - - ---------------------Graph of Commands versus No of Commands Scale (1:90)
pi
pix

3421
1076

1*******************************************
*******************

-------,-------------------------,
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How many C compiles were done this week?
Input screen:

----------------------Command(s)

--

: cc

Time - Day(s) : 8/10/84:12/10/84
(dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy)
Do you want this as a report (r) or as a graph (b) ? r

--------

0_----

,------------

Report screen:
- - - - - - -

3.
4.

8.

0'

- , - - - - - - - - - -

command
number of commands
average system time

------------

1
2
3

----------,-

or acol -c cc -d 8/10/84:12/10/84 -r 1 10 12
And the format of the final output would be:

---,----------------------I Commands
33000
34.5
I cc
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

------------

October 31, 1984
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4)

Who was logged-in between 2 am and 6 am?
This would be asked as: "Who executed commands between 2 am and 6
am?" We would have to presume that anyone logged on then would do
something. This may be an incorrect assumption but its the best we
can do.
Input Screen.

----------, ----,
Group(s)

<enter all groups)

- Hours
(hh :mm/hh :mm)

2:00/6:00

-------------------------Repo rt Sc reen •

,----------,----_.--,-----------------

2.
4.

user
number of commands

--_..

-

- --

-

: 1
: 2

----------

or acol -r 5 10
(we do not have to specify the groups because this is
a restriction on the screens.)
Final output:

----,----,

User

No cmds

9pcb
peck

3

only

,--_._------------

10

-----------------------------,-------

October 31, 1984
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5)

How many times was abc logged in last week?
To answer this question you would have to list the begin time of
all the sh commands executed by abc and then look for long breaks
between these times
Input Screen.

-------------------------Commands
User(s)

sh
abc

-----------

Report Screen.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------_.
3.
9.

------

command
beginning time

2
1

---------------

-------

or acol -u abc -c sh -r 9 1
Final output:
Begin_Time

Command

Wed
Wed
Wed
Thu
Thu

sh
sh
sh
sh
sh

11 13:21:01

11 13:22:05
11 13:22:10

12 10:11:12
12 13:32:15

With the command line arguments you could have added a
7 to the -r parameters to get the terminal-id printed
out as well.

October 31, 1984

Input

Be reen:

---------------------User(s)

: abc

Time - Day(s) : 7/10/84
(dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy)
: 14:00/16:00

- Hours

Do you want this as a report (r) or as a graph (b) ? r
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

a

_

Report Screen:

._-------------------------2.
4.
8.

user
number of commands
average system time

- - - - - - .-- ... _ - - - -

1
2
3

---,---------

or acol -u abc -r 5 10 12
Final output:
User
abc

No cmds

1723
- - - ---

Ave_sys
2.7

-_._-_._----_._-------_._-----

October 31, 1984
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7)

suppose someone said that the COBOL compiles were taking
system time.
Input sc reen:

,----------------------,---------,
Commands

: ci

Do you want this as a report (r) or as a graph (b) ? r

---,---------------------------Report Screen:

--------------------------3.
4.

command
number of commands
8. average system time
10. average user time

1
2

3

4

,---------------,-----------,---or acol -c ci -r 1 10 12 11
Final output:

--------------------------------------------------Command No cmds Ave_sys Ave user
ci

265

27.3

9.1

------------------------------

October 31, 1984
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Suppose you know that there were some commands in the system using
a lot of system time and you wanted to know who was running them.
As you cannot report on all the file from the screen without specifying all groups it would be easier to do this by command line
arguments.
List the commands executed in system time order. Remember also that
the numeric fields are sorted in reverse sequence, so the biggest
comes first.
acol -r 3 2 1 5 6
Final output:

------------- -----------_._-Sys_Time User Time

Command

User

Group

2763.7
743.7
256.2
116.6
103.1
35.9

weekly
daily
cpx
tee
rtroff
yacc

zqv
zqv
ross
9cps
xev
ted

321Z
321Z
staff
hons
cs1
cs3

859.2
57.2

7.1
17.3
20.1
1.3

------------------------

October 31, 1984
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1.

ACcounting information On Line (acol)

1.1.

Introduction

ACOL provides a method of reporting on the accounting data collected by UNIX* and stored in /usr/adm/acct. Two features are available.
The first is a reporting system where the user decides what he wants in
his report and the (sorted) order of each field in the report. This is
then specified to ACOL which collects the necessary information to produces the report. The report can either be directed to a printer, or
the user can browse forward or backward through it at the terminal. The
second feature is an archiving system. This is run against the accounts
file each week to produce a report on the total number of commands executed by each user, and the number of times each command was executed.
For flexibility the reporting system has been designed so that the
can make his request either via command line arguments, from a
file~ or by default from a
number of painted screens (i.e interactive.J..Y)·
user

ACOL is written as a number of C modules, two shell programs, two
sed scripts, and a number of awk programs. The UNIX utility sort is also
used.
1.2. - Detail
ACOL is controlled by two shell programs, "acol" controlling the
reporting facility, and "archsh" controlling the archiving facility.
A picture of the whole system follows.

*UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.

October 29, 1984
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Ac.o '-

1
I
I
I
I
1- -

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-1- -

I

I
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Acpl<.OC

-

-

-

-

-

lacd

ACAA..CH
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The shell program acol determines whether the system is to be run
in interactive moae, or the commands are to come from the command line,
or from a file. If the commands are to be obtained interactively then
the "acscn" module is called which obtains the commands and writes them
to a file. Once the commands have been collected they are passed to
three modules that are piped together. The module "acfilt" collects the
data from the accounts file; the module "acproc" processes the data into
the format required for the report, and the module "acrpt" produces the
report.
"Archsh" calls the archiving module which is entirely seperate from
the the other modules.
The decision to have seperate shells and modules was made
each entity could be developed independently.
1.2.1.

so

that

Advantages

A working model of acol was quickly developed. It was easy to

produc~
rQu!ines that interfaced correctly, before all the functions of
each modu e were ful l y imp emented.
It
charts
changes
was not

was also easy to add new features into the system, e.g. bar
were added by making minor changes in two modules and major
in another. All these changes were done independently, and it
even necessary to coordinate the joining of the modules.

Because the report format is selected by the user, users can have
as flexible a format as they like, rather than the fixed format the system gives you. The user can choose one of a possible 7000 report formats.
1.2.2.

Disadvantages

As three of the modules are piped together problems can occur if
the extract module finds no data that satisfies the selection criteria.
The following two modules have to be able to handle no data.

As the accounts file is being read directly the time taken to produce a report can be rather long unless time restrictions are included.
1.2.3.

Features

The method of passing parameters to ACOL gives both the ability to
do "one· off" enquiries, or of producing "canned" (Le., batch) reports
on a regular basis. The painted screens make it easy for the novice to
use the system.
2.

Restrictions

The accounting file is rather large. If a report was done on the
whole file it would take a rather long time. It is not so much the reading of the file that takes up time, but the processing of it to get it
in the format required for the report.
Because of this a report
requested via the interactive screen is restricted by either a command,
a user or a group. This restriction can be bypassed by specifying all
groups.
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1.1.

Screen Module (acscn)
Introduction

"Acscn" provides an interactive method of entering requests to the
"acol" reporting system. It does this by prompting the user with painted
screens on which he enters his requests. The requests are verified, as
far as possible, before being passed to the following modules.
The main thrust of this screen module, apart from allowing flexibility to the user for the entering of queries, is to verify all input
and thus only pass valid data to the succeeding modules.
1.2.

Detail
The main line of this module is given diagrammatically below.

'\ ~
INPUT

ScReeN

'ROUTIIJE:

IrJr; +e

Ar~loll'l"<e<"\tS

-\l!
'R EPoRT

\11
c;. itA- PH

Sc.A.EHJ

S>c.ltee N

K.OUTI~E'

KOI..l TJt.lC

I

1

Wri t~

Ar:J ",men Is

I

Write

~
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.. 5 I t was decided that all fields on every screen would be verified
before control leaves the module so very little spurious data is passed
on (the only possible error passed through is a command that doesn't
exist.

Each field is verified after all fields on that
entered.

screen

An expansion of the above three routines, the input
report screen and the graph screen routines, follows.
1.2.1.

have

been

screen,

the

Input Screen Routine

The input screen routine has the following flow of control.

D I SPLAY

1: .p ul'\Chan.9Ec;(:
Re~+ct-c

Read Fields

V& Itl Fy ScI.£EN

~ve ~ie.lds ~
Pr-e"iOLlS 'Dc.r-eeo

N
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The input screen has the following format

---------- -

-------------_.

Input Screen for Accounting System
Command(s)
User(s)
Group(s)
Time - Day( s) :
(dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy)
- Hours
(hh:mm/hh:mm)
Do you want this as a report (r) or as a graph (b) ?
Do you want a hardcopy? Enter p<7,8,9,q,s,l,i> or p:

The cursor will be initially post tioned at the first field.
The user enters information on the screen by typing it
correct field. Each field is terminated by a newline.
Each field will be validated based on certain
are set out in the "acol" user manual.

in

at

restrictions.

the
These

If a field is found to be invalid an error message is given at the
base of the screen and the cursor positioned at the appropriate field.
The user must then re-enter the data and that field is re-validated.
When the input screen has been validated and the user is
with

satisfied

it a line of output is written to a file with file descriptor ·'3".

The format of this output is given in the "acol" user manual.

Once this
displayed.

writing

has

been

completed

October 30, 1984
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1.2.2.

Report Screen Routine

The report screen routine has the following flow of control.

If

"""chaI\Sed:

Res10re

Read Fields

Sa.ve +ie \cis ~"'"
Pr-eviol.ls
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The report screen has the following format :

------------------------------------Report Screen for Accounting System
Enter a unique number between 1 and 10 if the field is required
in the output. Fields are numbered from left to right.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

group
user
command
number of commands
user time
average user time
system time
average system time
b·eginning time
elapse time

The cursor will be initially positioned at the first field.
The discussion behind the format of this screen centred around the
fact that different users prefer reports in a variety of ways. By thus
allowing the user to specify the fields and the order required a multiplicity of reports may be generated.
Each field is validated based on certain restrictions
the "acol" user manual.

set

out

in

When the report screen has been validated and the user is satisfied
with it a line of output is written to the same file as the input
screen"'s data with the format as given in the "acol" user manual.
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1.2.3.

Graph Screen Routine

The graph screen routine has the following flow of control.

D lSoPLAY
GR,APli

SC~Ee...l

r.e

un~n~ed:

Re&tcr~

Reac:l Fielc;lls

Read Fields

Save Cidds.fnr."
Previows SC"«I\
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The graph screen has the following format:
Graph Screen for Accounting System
Vertical Axis

Horizontal Axis

1. Command

1. Number of Commands

2. User

2. Average System Time

3. Group

3. Average Elapse Time

4. Average User Time
Selection for vertical axis (numeric)
Selection for horizontal axis (numeric)

The cursor will be positioned at the first field.
The two columns represent the vertical and horizontal axis as
specified by the headings. The graph selected by the user will be based
on the data entered on tne input screen previously.
Both fields will be verified. The verification
c an be examined in the •. acol" user manual.

which

takes

place

Once the verification is finished a line of flags and arguments
generated from the graph screen is written to the same file as the input
screen data, on a new line. The format of this can be examined in the
"acol" user manual.
1.2.4.

Advantages of Interactive Screens

"User-friendly" - questions are set out on the screen. The user
doesn't have to remember each flag and the format of the arguments.
Fields are verified before being sent to the file or the next
module.
This limits the amount of time wasted looking for spurious
data.
1.2.5.

Restrictions

You can't go back to a previous field on the screen, but the screen
is re-displayed and thus you can re-enter data if required.
All control characters have their
will clear the screen.

normal

meaning.

e.g.,

<CLEAR>

Not all the fields in the accounts file can be used for selecting
data to report on, and not all fields can be specified for the final
report.
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1.

Accounting!!!! Filter (acfilt)

1.1.

Introduction.

The accounting file filter examines the records of a UNIX* system
accounting file and, after testing that the fields of the record satisfy
any restr~ctions, writes the record to standard output in a human readable form. The module has been designed as a "stand alone" UNIX system utility (which increases the usefulness of the module).
It is
called as most system utilities are (by command, flags, and the
corresponding information under that flag, with all arguments in the
command line).
Input format: see acct(S) ;
Output format : All the following fields separated by tabs :
command utime stime etime user group

tty

flag

begi~time

e.g. ,
grep 2.1 7.8 20.0 perg preg tty94c SU

WED Jul 11 14:13:22 1984

( in fact there is wrap around on the screen )

1.2.

Details.

The accounting file may be redefined to any file in the format of
acct(S) (, by specifying r-a acct fname]). This allows the flexibility
of examining older, as well as curYent, accounting files.
The default
file is "/usr/ adm/ acct" •
The restrictions (on the value of fields of the accounting record)
are entered in the form that the UNIX user is already quite familiar
-e.g., users may be described by their user-id's (ross, joe, qaz etc •• )
,groups by their id's (cs3, staff, guru etc •• ), day's by the common
short-hand "dar,/month/year", and hours of the day in it's common form
"hours :minutes' •
This allows for an understandable interface between
the user view of information and its logical representation in the
accounting file.
The average disk usage and average memory usage fields (see acct(S)
were always found to be zeroed, hence they are not reported on by
acfilt.
The module is implemented in C.

*UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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~

the design of each restriction follows:

Commands:
The number of commands to be restricted to is expected to be small
(10 or less).
Commands are kept as strings in the accounting
file, and in argv, (i.e. there is no translation problem) so an
index into argv to~ether with the size of the list is recorded.
This adequately descr~bes all necessary information, so nothing
more elaborate is used!
A check against the command list consists of linearly comparing
the accounting file's command entry against each in the argument
list.
Output is simple since the command is
accounting file's entry.

already

a

string

in

the

groups:
A similar argument as for commands applies. For each
group list passed, the group-id number is stored
together with the size of the list.

~roup
~n an

in the
array,

A check against the group consists of linearly comparing
group-id numbers against the accounting file's value.

the

Output uses getgruid(3) to translate the number into a name. This
was found to be sufficiently fast, since the group file is not
inordinately large.
users:
The accounting file user-id number can be used to access the
corresponding user name, via getpwuid(3). This was found to be
very slow, due probably to the size of the passwd(5) file.
The
translatio~
is speeded up by observing that user-id's are assigned
in natural integer sequence. The approach used has thus been to
set up a user list of user-id names (array of pointers to strings),
which is indexed directly by the user-id number.
If a user restriction has been set then the corresponding user-id
name is obtained from getpwnam(3). This is used to tie the user
name (in argv) to the appropriate entry in the user list, (else a
complete list of users has to be built for translation of output,
via getpwent(3». Any user can thus be obtained from the accounting file entry in one array access! (One of the slowest sections
thus becomes one of the fastest.)
A check against the user simply consists of checkin~ if an entry
exists for that user-id number - if no entry then fa~ls else true.
Output is quickly translated by accessing the user list of names.
The number of users on a UNIX system may grow over time, so user
list is dynamic -it grows to accomodate the number of users on the
system. This is achieved using realloc(3).
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search & report restrictions: Day & ~ :

Acfilt can restrict retrieval of information to a particular day
and/or hour sub-range.
This minimises the time taken to process
interactive enquiries over such a large file (of approx. 2 Mbytes).
It is necessary to understand the format of the accounting file to
understand the operation of the time restriction mechanism. The first
entry of the accounting file is the "acton" command, though this is not
mandatory for acfilt to operate. Each entry after this is in sequential
order of command begin time plus elapsed time. A restriction on the time
is treated as a request to shorten the effective length of the accounting file, into a file (or files) covering the (begin + elapsed) time
range given.
Information retrieved under a time restriction can thus
as:

be

interpreted

a report on all entries, wi th command/user/ group restrictions
as specified, which began ~ finished in the time period given".
It

Note:

--rne records

reported upon are only those whose command begin time alone
is in the time range specified. Entries beginning outside-tlie time
interval are ignored.
Acfilt positions the file pointer using a binary search.
The
search was designed to finish ~th the file pointer indicating the position of an entry, such that, i t"-s (begin + elapsed) time is less than or
equal to the target time passed. If one of the time restrictions is
set, acfilt always skips to the (low day + low hour) position in the
file before testing entries of the accounting file for other restrictions.

The date lower and upper range are converted to the appropriate
number of seconds since the epoch (see ctime(3». This is achieved
by totalling the number of days from epoch to the date passed, converting to seconds, and adjusting for timezone & day light saving
(if appropriate). The conversion routine is accurate till 1999,
since dates used by acfilt have only two digit years for ease of
use.
A check against the day consists of skipping to the end of file
when the (begin + elapsed) time of a file entry is greater than the
(upper day range limit plus adjustment for any upper hour limit) as
passed. The module thus:terminates, as normal, at the end of file.
hour:
The hour restriction can apply across one or several days.
If a
day restriction (see above) is not already set, then the base day
is calculated from the begin time of the first entry of the
accounting file. At the end of an hour range, acfilt skips to the
next (base day + low hour) position in the ac file.
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'ranslation of fields

~

output (without testing):

:erminal:
A table is built directly from the device directory, of the
of all character-special devices (see dev(5) & stat(3) ).
indexed by the device number.

names

It is

Times:
The routine for conversion of system, elapsed, and user times (in
comp t format), into time t'format (long), was extracted from the
current sa(l) accounting system. The routine corrects for a mystical compiler bug - where abouts unknown.
Flag:
The super-user/fork flag is just a case of printing a
the flag value set.
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2.1.

Data Extraction Module (acproc)
Introduction

Acproc is the module that is responsible for putting the data
extracted from the accounts file by acfilt into the format required by
the report module acrpt.
2.2.

Detail

Acproc is a filter that reads standard input and writes to standard
output, the data that is read being processed according to the command
line arguments.
Acproc accepts command line arguments that indicate what fields are
required in the final report. Acproc has to ensure that the records
passed to acrpt contain all the necessary fields and that the data is
sorted on each of these fields.
Some of the fields
accounting file. e.g.,
this the data has to be
counts and averages are

required in the report do not exist on the
the number of commands executed by a user. To do
sorted into a particular order after which
calculated.

All the processing on the ~cords is done by system utilities. The
module itself has restricted it~ work to determining what system utilities have to be executed to get the data in the required format. It
then executes the utilities using system(!).
The utilities that are used are
sort: Sort is used for two things. a) to get the data into the order
required by awk so that it can calculate the extra fields and b)
to get the data into the order required for the final report or
bar chart. For the r~port the orders can be the same, and for the
bar chart there are always two sorts.
The fields that are sorted on depend on the command line arguments. Therefore the sort command is built up as each argument is
processed.
For reports there will always be one sort done on the data, and
possibly two.
The second is done if one of the generated fields
occurs on the final report to the left of a nongenerated field.
For bar charts there are always two sorts. The first gets the data
in sequence for awk, and'the second results in the last record
output by awk, which contains scaling information for the graphs,
being moved to the head of the file.
awk:

Awk is used to produce totals and averages, to put the numeric
data in a format suitable for sort, (and convert it back again)
and to calculate the maximum values of the y-axis fields so that
the bar chart output can be scaled correctly. An awk program is
always executed when producing bar charts, and will also be executed if any of the generated values is required in a report.
The awk programs are executed after sort. The awk program keeps a
count of the number of commands, and the total of the system, user
and elapsed times. On change of command, user or group (depending
on the format of the report) the program breaks and calculates the
average system, user and elapsed times. These values are written
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maximum of the calculated values is calculated and written out as
in a seperate record at the end of the file. These values are used
to scale the bar charts.
Because the data may have to be sorted on a generated numeric
field after the awk program runs the numbers are written out with
leading zeros. To make the numbers look respectable in the final
report, if an awk program was run, another is run after the second
sort (if any) to remove the leading zeros.
The awk programs, there are seven in all, exist on files.
sed:

2.2.1.

Sed is used because of problems encountered in sorting the date.
Two sed scripts exists on files~ and both are always executed. The
first converts the month, e.g. vct into a number i.e 10 which can
be sorted. The second sed script removes this number and the year
so that the date field is not so long and so fits better on the
reports on the screen.
Data Structures

To sort on the first and third fields of the record we need the
command "sort +0 -1 +2 -3". The seperate parts of this command, i.e.
"sort" "+0 -1" and "+2 -3" are stored in static arrays with the command
to sort on field 1 in array[l]. This means we can use the number that
comes off the command line as the index into the array.
Similarly the
awk and sed commands are stored in static arrays. e.g. "sed-f
acscriptl". Once the full set of commands has been generated they are
concatenated together before being executed via system(!).
2.2.2.

Advantages

This program was very easy to write. It was certainly easier to
work out how to use sort then to write a sort routine that could handle
the whole accounting file. The same goes for awk and sed. The only difficult part of the program is working out whether the data should be
passed through awk and then sorted a second time.
2.2.3.

Disadvantages

Because the program uses the system function to execute the system
utilities the process can be slow. But as no alternate method was tried,
how much quicker it could be made is a matter of conjecture.
Certainly
because the utilities are being used not quite as much effort was put
into optimising the sort as could be done. e.g., if a field is in the
output report the data is always sorted on that field. However if that
data was selected on one user and one group then there is no need to
sort on these fields.
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1.
1.1.

Output Module

(acrpt)

Overview

The accounting re~rt module (acrpt) is the last module in the acol
system. This module handles the final output of data collected by the
other modules during a query session with the user and prints them out
in human readable form. Being the last module in the accounting system,
it is dependent on the output format of the processing module, acproc.
Its main features includes both screen and printer output in both tabular and bar chart forms. Screen outputs are interactive (at least initially) and paginated at first, with an option to suppress interaction.
It also provides a mechanism for an escape to UNIX (in between, each
screenful of output) without termination of acol so that any UNL~ command (including acol) may be executed. Control is returned to the
current session of acol upon termination of the interactive UNIX shell.
Printer outputs can be obtained silently and easily without any interaction with the user.
1.2.

Detail

To provide for flexibility, versatility and efficiency, the module
has been designed to be complete within itself. Only a predefinition of
the format of its input is required apart from that, it is entirely
independent of the other routines In acol. This allows it to output any
file which has the defined format without the need of any preceding
modules running concurrently with it. This feature can be exploited in
such a way that the time spent waiting by the ~ser can be reduced significantly.
To achieve this end, the format of its input is defined to comprise
ascii text with fields separated by tab characters. Thus specified
fields in the input can be adaressed by their field numbers.
It is
further decided that the options for this module, together with the
numbers of the fields desired1 _be specified thro~gh commapdl line arguments. TOe format ot the command
lIne sequence 1~ g1ven be ow:
acrpt [-p[cJ J [-b n1 n2J [-r n1 ..• J
-p

The -p option specifies that printer output is to be produced. An
optional 'c', tagged on to the 'p', specifies the printer on which
the output is to be produced. See opr(!) for the printers' character code.

-b

The -b option specifies that a bar graph is wanted by the user. The
module then expects two numbers after the -b which inform it which
field of the input is to be used as the vertical axis and which as
the horizontal axis. (see later).

-r

The -r option specifies that a report in tabular form is to be produced.
The numbers after it specify the fields to be output, from
left to right.

The -b and -r options are mutually exclusive and the default option
is -r, (i.e., unless specified, the output is assumed to be reports in
tabular form).
The resulting module is written entirely in C using the routine
system(l) to call the system utility opr(!), which provides the user
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The system calls fork(2) and
like to escape to U N ~ 1. 3.

~(l)

are made

if

the

user

would

Details
The details for this module can be broken up into three sections:
(a) description
(bb) data structures
( ) implementation

1.3.1.
1.3.1.1.

Description
Input File Format

In general, each line in the input consists of ascii text and
tains the following fields:
L

~: .
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

con-

command
user time
system time
elapsed time
user id
user's group
device
accoun ting flag
begin time
number of command
average user time
average system time
total elapsed time
average elapsed time

Each line in the input represents an entry in the accounting file
with additional information tagged on to it representing the overall
statistics for the command. Fields, 10 and onwards are only generated by
acproc if they are required and so may not be present in the input file.
Each field in an input line is separated by a single tab character and
nay have leading blanks. However, every field must be non-empty although
for bar graph outputs, some fields will be meaningless. Thus the module
will have to interpret each field according to the field's role and the
~ser's request as passed to it.
The options specified by the user in the interactive screen or otherwise are passed to the module via command line arguments. These
options wholly determine the fields in the output.
1.3.1.2.

Screen Outputs

A typical tabular output may be as follows:
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Commands
a.out
as
cO
c1
cat
cc
cpp
echo
edit
get
ld
Is
mail
p
sh
sort
test

No Cmds

Av Utime

Av Stime

10

0.6
0.9
1.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.6
0.4
0.7
0.0
25.2
0.1
0.3
0.9
0.0

6.5
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.7
0.1
2.8
1.1
1.2
0.1
22.9
0.5
0.4
2.2
0.1

7

9
7

1
9
9
1
13
2
7
6
1
4
6
2
1

The table is sorted in lexicographical order with the first field
as the primary key and the rest of the fields from left to right as
secondary keys. (numeric fields are sorted in reverse order).
A bar graph output of the first two fields of the data above
essentially be as follows:
Commands versus Number of Commands
a.out
as
cO
cl
cat
cc
cP
ec 0
edit
t

h

!a

Is
mail
p
sh
sort
test

10.0
7.0
9.0
7.0
1.0
9.0
9.0
1.0
13.0
2.0
7.0
6.0
1.0
4.0
6.0
2.0
1.0

(Scale:

would

1: 3.8)

i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-----------**************************
**********************************
1**************************
****
1**********************************
**********************************
.
1****
*************************************************
********
1**************************
***********************
****
1***************
***********************
********
1****

The first column in the output (in this case
the commands) is
again sorted in lexicographical order. The second column in the chart
contains the horizontal x-values. In this case, the number of commands
represented by each bar. In both cases, if the output does not fit into
a full screen, then the last line on the screen prompts for an input and
switches the terminal to raw mode. Thereafter, entering an appropriate
option (amongst the many options available as described later) resets
the terminal to its normal mode and execution proceeds according to the
option given.
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1.3.1.3.

Printer Outputs

Printer outputs should be similar in structure to screen outputs,
however, no interaction is to be required with the user. The width and
~ize of the page are exploited, where P9ssible~ to produce
more decent
looking bar charts.
In general, tables witn lots of fields should be
produced easily and painlessly on printers.
1.3.2.

Data Structures

Meaningful headers for each field in the inputs are stored in
strings with pointers in an array pointing to them. This allows a header
for a particular table to be constructed quickly and makes efficient use
of memory.
Underscores for tabular printer output are likewise to be stored in
the same fashion and the headers for graphical outputs adopts the same
approach. The fields in a single input line are stored in an array of
strings, each string having a maximum of 25 characters. This is plenty
considering the fact that the current longest field is not more than 16
characters in length. Undoubtedly, the size of each string could have
been allocated as necessary resulting in some saving of memory, but this
is hardly worth the effort since toe number of fields are not extraneously large.
Global boolean variables are be used to record the options selected
by the user and to control the output. Constants like PAGESIZE and
PAGEWIDTH may be reset by the user to suit the environment in which it
is to be utilised.
Thebglobal integer variable fd is the file descr*ptorjof ~he alternate Key ~ard input returned by a-successtul open on ldev tty • This is
used for interaction with the user during the output phase.
Implementation Details
When the module i~ called, it creates a unique temporary file in
the directory, Itmp, (whose name starts with "acrpt") using the library
function, mktemp(~). This file is unlinked before the module exits.
Screen Outputting
When screen outputting is required, the module reads its standard
output and writes each input line as an array of strings into the temporary file. This provides the h"dat~bas~" for the subsequent outputting
~nd allows one to s~ek through t e f~le tor the data wanted.
Screen outputting requires that the screen be cleared first and is
done by outputting the appropriate ascii character to the terminal followed by a stream of null characters to prevent the terminal screen from
scrambling the output that follows. Counter variables are used to track
the position occupied by the last field being output and are initialised
to zero for obvious reasons. At all times, whenever a field is being
output, this position has to be recalculated. Also, the number of lines
printed on the screen at any time must be recorded to enable one to seek
back to a previous screen of data.
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Tabular Output

The appropriate heading is constructed and output. This uses the
column number passed to toe module to output the specified strings and
is done by indexing into basically, an array of strings.
The input will then be read one field at a time until the end of
the input line.
Leading blanks in each field are ignored and command
fields with more than eight characters in length are truncated to eight
characters to prevent them from messing up the output format.
An array of string is used to store the fields in a line. Outputting of individual fields is again done by indexing into this array.

When it is determined that the screen has filled up or that the
last screen of data has been displayed, the routine command is invoked.
1.3.3.1.2.

Command routine

This routine prompts and sets the terminal to raw mode. It then
reads in a single character from the user to decide what the user would
like to have. If the character has a special meaning to the routine, the
terminal will be reset to the normal mode else it ~ll keep reading
until it has read such a character. The following characters are defined
to have a particular meaning to the routine:
Return

the next page of the output, with the appropriate header line
will be displayed (except in the case where 'h' option is
invoked prior to it, in which case, the current screen will be
redisplayed again.)

Space

output will continue without further interaction with the user
until the outputting is completed. This is done by setting a
global boolean variable to false.

Rubout

the outputting is terminated. This is done by setting a global
boolean variable to true.

Escape

this does an exec to bring the shell interpreter in and the
user "escapes·' temporarily from the module. Thereafter, UNIX
commands may be issued to the system in an environment similar
to that in a usual terminal session with the system. On EOF,
control is returned to the current acol session and the last
page of output is displayed again and the user can proceed as
per normal in his/her interrogation of the accounting data.

p

The previous page of output is displayed on the screen again.
This is done by seeking back an appropriate offset of bytes
using the library routine, fseek(l).

t

Output the first screen of data and continue from there.
is done by seeking to the first byte of the file.

h

Print a help screen describing the options available.

1.3.3.2.

Bar Chart Outputting

There are twelve possible charts available from the following
binations:
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This

com-

- zz -

Vertical axis

Horizontal axis

commands
user
group

number of commands
average system time
average elapsed time
average user time

An appropriate heading is generated from the combination selected
by the user. From the knowledge that bar charts are required, the module
"knows" that the first line in the input contains the maximum x-value
for the chart in the required field specified by the user. This value is
used to calculate the required scaling factor to enable the maximum to
fit into the screen or page width. The fields to be graphed are supplied
by the user after the -b option. Only binary relations can be graphed
and the two numbers after the option specify which entity is to be
graphed against which. A conversion of these numbers to the respective
columns in the input field is made by the module.
We have used the method described above (that of the maximum scaling) since it has the advantage that it emphasizes the larger quantities; smaller quantities are suppressed towards zero. Thus if a command
is executed very often, it would be very outstanding in the bar graph of
commands versus number of commands. The size of the bar is a percentage
of the maximum.
Another method which has been considered is that of the percentage
of total method. However this method performs poorly here since the size
of the bar is a percentage of the total. In the case where say we are
graphing the users against average user time, the light users would
hardly be shown in the chart while heavy users would not be very obvious.
Again pagination is available for bar charts and is
the same way as tabular outputs.
1.3.4.

controlled

in

Printer outputs

When printer outputs are required, the module reads its standard
input and writes out the specified field in either tabular or graphical
form, to the temporary file. In this case, the file here is quite human
readable as opposed to the previous case.
Printer outputs should take care of themselves without any interaction with the user during the output phase. Tabular and bar chart outputs are again broken into pages with the appropriate heading.
Of course, the output to that file is paged according to the page
size and width of the paper on the printer. Since the interface to the
printer queuing system is provided by the system utility opr(12 J a
string for toe shell command, "apr" is constructed using sprintf,,3).
The -r option is spe.;;ified for "apr", reason being, being to unlInK: The
temporary file after the printing. Call to the system utility is then
made using system(l). Printer options are available as described above.
When the outputting is finished, the module will exit and return to
the main shell procedure which runs the whole accounting query system.
This

overall

design

of

the

acol

system
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- 23 incremental upward enhancement of its uses as it is easy to modify.
There is also an open possibility of extending the many features available.
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4.1.

Acarch
Introduction

The archive program reads a copy of the previous weeks accounting
file (already created) and produces two summaries, one for each user,
and one for each command. These two summaries are correspondingly
appended to two files. Both summaries are sorted on number of commands
executed. Information shall be kept for the current year and the previous year. The user does not have access to the program, only to the output. The program is run each week by the use of a shell script, which
does some housekeeping before calling the archive program.
4.2.

Detail
Shell Script (archsh)

The shell script, archsh does some initial
files before calling the archive program, acarch.

housekeeping

on

the

Archsh resets itself to be run at the same time the following week.
The date is then read 1n and the month is converted to a two character
numeric field. The day, if it is less than ten is also converted to a
two character numeric field. Both these conversions are necessary to
obtain the correct format for the previous weeks accounting data. The
accounting data is stored in a file "/usr/adm/acct {month}{day}". ego if
the date is Mon 19 Nov, then the previous weeks aceounting file will be
in "/usr/adm/acct 1119". Thus the month and day are concatenated to the
end of "/usr/adm/acct_" and this file is passed into acarch.
The archive summary for the current year will be kept in two ASCII
files.
One file will be a summary for the user, called "user{year}".
The other file will be a summary for each command, called "cmd{year}".
ego If the current year is 1985, then the two files will be "cmd198S"
and "y,ser1985", There will also be another two files call~d "cmd1984"
and
user1984'. Both these files hold the previous year s accounting
summary. Any files earlier than 1984 are deleted. ObViously the deletion
of the old files will only happen at the beginning of the year.
The archive system will require twelve months years of
all files are completely up to date.

use

before

To determine if any files need to be deleted, archsh subtracts two
from the value of the year and this old year is concatenated wi th "cmd"
and "user" (as previously), and a test is done to determine if these two
(old) files exist. If they do they are deleted.
It was decided that rather than have acarch create the new files if
they didn't exist, (i.e. at the start of each year) that archsh would
create them. Shell was used for this file manipulation rather than
acarch because the testing under shell for existence and creation of
files is far easier than in "C", and thus it makes the code of acarch a
little simpler. The logic is also far easier to understand in shell; and
if in the future, filenames change then a recompilation is not necessary
under shell, as it would be if they were hard-coded in acarch.
Archsh then appends two small headings onto the summary files. If
the date was Monday 19th November 1984, the headings have the following
format:
For the user:
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user summary for week ending Mon Nov 19 06:01:34 EST 1984
For the commands:
command summary for week ending Mon Nov 19 06:01:34 EST 1984
Archsh then calls acarch, passing in three file

names

as

parame-

ters:
1) the user file name
2) the command file name and
3) the name of the previous weeks accounting data
4.2.2.

Archive Module (acarch)

Acarch sequentially reads the previous weeks accounting file
(passed in by archsh), (for the format of this file see acct(5», and
for each user, sums the number of commands executed, along with the
total cpu time used. Acarch also sums, for each command executed, the
number of times it was used, and the total cpu time consumed. This
information is kept in two large arrays. The user array is sorted on
number of commands executed, and the command array is sorted on number
of times each command was used. The data in the two sorted arrays are
then appended to their respective files (passed in by archsh).
Each user has a unique accounting user id. This value is used as a
subscript into the user array. The number of commands that the user executed is incremented, as is the amount of cpu time. Before the user
array is sorted, any "holes" in the array (caused by a particular user
not using the system in the previous week) are filled in by a user with
a higher accounting user id. This is so that "qsort" (the system sort
used) has the least number of elements to sort.
Once the user array is sorted, the information is
the user file. A example of the output follows:
userid

group

root
gelal
9pcb
lynn
daemon
Bete
tac
9gjs

guru
rad
Kons
staff
guru
visitor
visitor
grad
cs1
staff

----

ck~w

na g

licmds executed

printed

out

to

cpu time (min)

------------------- - - - 149

110
71
55
51
43
14
13
6
3

0.63
0.28
0.78
4.33
0.02
0.96
0.17
0.21
0.04
0.08

To find an array position for each command, a hashing function is
used.
This hashing function was taken from sa(l). The value returned
from the hashing function is used as a subscript into the command array.
The counter for the number of times that command was executed is incremented, along with the amount of cpu time used. If a command was only
executed once in the previous week, then it is combined with all other
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compress the output even further. A sLnilar process as described above
for the user is also used on the command array to fill in any "holes"
before being sorted and printed. The information is printed out to the
command file. An example of the output follows:
command

Htimes executed

cpu time (min)

-------------------_._--,
Is
sh
rm

cp
sh'"
echo
p

cron*
mkdir
opr
"'''''''other
mv

14

1.59
0.47
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.12

13
13

0.00

118

47
39
38
28
27

21
17
17

1.69

The hashing function and the accounting user id aprear to be the
most effective way of obtaining the array positions. A inear search for
the array position for each record on a file of the size of the accounting file (up to 2.5 million characters for one week) would have been far
too slow. The way described above has a search time independent of the
size of the accounting data file.
Dynamic memory data structures such as linked lists or binary trees
would have been more efficient as far as utilization of memory goes, but
the overhead in searching and updating would have been too great. To
update a linked list would have required a linear search every time,
which would have been too costly and slow. A lexicographically ordered
binary tree would have been quicker than a linked list, but still slower
than the pointer directly into the array.
Acarch has a predefined (simple) output, (as can be seen). This is
to allow the user to use other UNIX system utilities (such as grep(l»
to go through either file quickly to search for a certain user or commana, and then for the user to compile the summary that he/she requires.
4.2.2.1.

Restrictions

One disadvantage is that if a user can change his group, ego cs321
students, then the group printed out for the user summary will be the
group the user last logged on as.
Because the accounting data file is created after each week, at the
end of the year some accounting data of the preceding year will be
appended to the files for the new year. At present there appears to be
no way around this problem.
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ACSCN(l)

NAME

acscn - ACOL screen module.
SYNOPSIS
acscn [ -a filename] ( 3>filename]
DESCRIPTION
Acscn runs the interactive screens as part of the acol
tem. The options are:
-a

filename is the name of the file to
current accounting file. If this
/usr/adm/acct is the default.

accounting

sys-

be used in place of the
flag is not present the file

3>filename
filename is the name of a file into which will be put all output
from the screen module. This method can be used to create the file
used with the -f command in "acol".
AUTHOR

Pamela Jaggar.
3rd Year Student.
University of Wollongong.

SEE ALSO
acol(l), acproc(l), acfilt(l), acrpt(l), acarch(l)
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NAME

acfilt - accounting file filter
SYNOPSIS
acfilt [ -a file

J [

-ugcdh [ restriction •••

J ]

DESCRIPTION
Acfilt examines each record of the accounts file passing those,
satisfying the restrictions given, to standard output in a human
readable form. Default accounts file is "/usr/adm/acct". Restrictions are logically ANDed, so only those records found satisfying
all restrictions will be passed.
Current options are given below :
-a filename
Set accounting file to be examined.
acct(5).

Must be in format defined

-u user list
Restrict out~ut to entries containing one or more of
names which follow this flag.

the

in

user-id

e.g. -u paj mrp adg hen ibg
-g group list
Restrict to this group(s). May be thought of as shorthand
option.

for

-u

list

of

e •.g-. -g vis! tor staff cs3
-c command 11 st
Restrict output
command( s) •

to

entries

containing

the

following

e.g. -c pi pix px mail nroff newgrp
-d dd/mm/yy:dd/mm/yy
Restrict search and report to these dates (day,
format: low_day/month/year:high_day/month/year

month

& year),

e.g. 1st of May till 10th of May 1984
-d 1/5/84:10/5/84
,also 1st of June only

-d

1/6/84:1/6/84

-h hh:mm/hh:mm
Restrict search and report to these hours (hours & minutes as 24hr
clock), format : low_hr:low_min/high_hr:hig~min
e.g. 8:30 am

7th Edition

-h

till

midnight

8:30/24:00

local
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ACFILT(l)

OUTPUT FORMAT
Each logical system number is translated into its associated name
"string" where appropriate.. e.g. userid 401 might become user
"xyz". Begin time is in the tormat returned by ctime(3), other
times are in seconds. In all time figures rounding may occur. The
average memory usage & average disk usage fields of the accounting
system are currently always zero, and so are not written out. The
accounting flag has three states, super user ("SU"), fork ("n"),
and normal ("-").
fonnat : All following fields seperated by tabs :
command utime stime etime user group

tty

flag

begin_time

e.g.
grep 2.1 7.8 20.0 root guru tty94c SU

WED Jul 11 14:13:22 1984

This says user "root" executed a "grep" command under group
"guru" with super user priveleges invoked, on the date given, &
did all this from device tty94c. The various accounting times for
that command are also given.
FILES

lusr! adm/acct

system accounting
defines devices

Idev

file

AUTHOR
Ian Gillespie,
3rd Year Student,
University of Wollongong.

SEE ALSO
acct(S), dev(5), ctime(3)
BUGS
The acct file is in Qrder of time of command termination, i.e.
begin time + elapsed time (approx). This causes the oddities 1n
the order of the begin times.
Further, if a time restriction 1s used, only those entries
began and finished in the time interval will be reported.
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ACPROC(l)

NAME

acproc - ACOL extracted data processor
SYNOPSIS
acproc -[br arguments)
DESCRIPTION
Acproc processes the accounting file output created by acfilt. This
module is a part of the acol(l) system. The module processes the data
into the format required by-aC:rpF.
Acproc generates a string of
using system(~).

~,

sed & sort commands that are

executed

The following options are recognised.
-br

The arguments that follow define how the data is to be processed.
The format and description of the arguments is documented in
acol(l) •

-p

This flag is allowed for because of the way the acol(!) system was
designed. It is silently ignored.

AUTHOR
Adrian Gallagher,
3rd Year Student,
University of Wollongong.
SEE ALSO
acfilt(l), acol(l), acrpt(l)
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acrpt -

ACRPT(l)

ACOL report generator

SYNOPSIS
acrpt [ -p [ c ] ] [ -br ] number •••
DESCRIPTION
Acrpt is a dedicated output routine designed for acol but in general can
be used to output any file which is ~n the same format as those generated by acfilt and acproc. The -p option specifies that printer output is to be produced. An optional c tagged on to the p specifies the
printer on which the output is to be produced, (see OPR(l)), otherwise
output is produced 'on the default printer. The -b option specifies that
a bar graph is required by the user. The routine then expects two
numbers which tells it which field of the input is to be used as the
vertical axis and which, as the horizontal axis.
The following are
available:
Vertical axis

Horizontal axis

1. commands
2. users
3. groups

1.
2.
3.
4.

number of commands
average user time
average system time
average elapsed time

The -r option specifies that a report in tabular form is to be produced.
The numbers after it are the field numbers of the fields to be outputted, from left to right. The field numbers are:
1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14

command name
user time
system time
elapsed time
user id
group
device
accounting flag
begin time
number of commands
average user time
average system time
total elapsed time
average elapsed time

Input files are assumed to comprise ascii text with the above fields
separated by tabs. Some fields need not be there but the file must be
structurally uniform and have the same fields definitions. The -b and
-r options are mutually exclusive. The default option is -r.
For screen outputting, the following options are
screenful of outputs.
screen

data

(except

between

scroll forward to
option) •

Space

suppress interaction (outputting becomes non-interactive)

Escape

escape to UNIX

local

of

in

Return
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next

available

after

'h'
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ACRPT(l)

FILES
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Rubout

terminate the output

t

go back to the top (i.e., first screen) of data

P

scroll back to previous screen displayed

h

print a help screen

ACRPT(l)

/tmp/acrpt* to hold the output report temporarily
acrpt.help for help screen menu
/dev/tty
for command from keyboard (interactive screen output)

AUTHOR

Hoe Chin Ng
3rd Year Student
University of Wollongong

SEE ALSO

acol(l), acscn(l), acfilt(l), acproc(l)

BUGS

Abnormal termination may leave /tmp/acrpt* lying around.
The -b and -r options are mutually exclusive.
The syntax is painful.
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ACARCH(l)

NAME

AC~CH(l)

acarch - archive module for acol system

SYNOPSIS
acarch [ file!

J [ file2 J [ file3 J

DESCRIPTION
Acarch produces a user and command summary from accounting data supplied
to It. The accounting data must be in the same format as /usr/adm/acct.
All three files must exist.
The three files are:
filel
file2

the user summary of acarch is appended to this file.
the command summary of acarch is appended to this file.

file3
this file contains the accounting data. The file must
same format as /usr/adm/acct.
FILES

be

in

the

see above

AUTHOR
Michael Pratt,
3rd Year Student,
Universi ty of Wollongong
SEE ALSO
archsh(l), acct(5)
BUGS

All three files must be present. No defaults are allowed.
In the user summary, if a user can change his group id, then the group
with which the user executed the last command will be the one appearing
on the summary.
Information at the end of one year may appear on next year's files.
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trace facility used

~

acproc.

A trace facility was used in acproc so that I could easily check what
was going on. Printf's were put in the program at key points. These
printf statements were guarded by a TRACE() macro. The
TRACE() macro
~s
just an if statement the "truene'S"s" of which is controlled oy a command line argument.
A ~pecial mainline is used to set a global flag that controls the
TRACE() if test. If the first command line argument is of the format
-Tn then the global flag is set equal to n, and this argument is removed
from the argument list. The program MAIN is then called.
A printf following a TRACE(l) macro will be executed if bit 1 of the
flag (counting from- 1 and from the right) is set. Similarly TRACE(2)
will execute if bit 2 is set. A -T3 will set bits 1 & 2.
Two other macros ENTRY and EXIT were set up for ease of coding.
The
string In had also to be defined and should contain the module name.
Below is an example of "echo" with traces.
llinclude "trace.h"
llinclude "main.h"

1 ** contains the macros
1 dummy mainline

**11

MAIN(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[ J;
{

char *In

=

"echo";

_ENTRY;
_TRACE(2) printf("argc on entry

0:

%d\n" , argc);

while (--argc > 0)
printf«argc> 1) ? "%s " : "%s\n", *++argv);
_TRACE(2) printf("argc on exit
_EXIT;
}
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= %d\n" ,

argc);

- 2 -

Here are some examples of executions of the program.
$ echo 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 345
$ echo -t 1 2 3 4 5
-t 1 2 3 4 5
$ echo -tl 1 2 3 4 5
Entry: echo
12"345
Exit : echo
$ echo -t2 1 2 3 4 5
argc on entry = 5
1 234 5
argc on exit • 0
$ echo -t3 1 2 3 4 5
Entry: echo
argc on entry = 5
1 234 5
argc on exit = 0
Exit : echo

By using specific bits in specific circumstances one can
restrict the amount of output. One suggestion is:BIT

WHAT TO TRACE

1

entries and exits. (This is hard coded in

2

values passed to a function

3

values returned from a function

4

values calculated in a function

5

values to be used in a if test

ENTRY & _EXIT)

Another would be to use one bit per module or set of modules.
The system is rough, but proved invaluable.
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